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It was in 1549 that a mission headed by Francisco Xavier (1506-52) landed at 
Kagoshima, Japan, where they started their evangelism. The mission was followed by 
Portugese ships which arrived at Nagasaki and other ports. People on board had either 
evangelism or trade in mind. Seminaries and printing houses were built. Such materials 
as Catechismus Romanus and Imitatio Christi were published in Japanese, although 
the Bible as a whole was neither published nor even translated into Japanese. 
Christianity was a matter of concern for Nobunaga Oda (1534-82), who in 1576 
had Azuchi Castle built with the high watch tower called "Tenshu”meaning “the Lord 
of Heaven." He also permitted the church and the “seminario”to be built in his castle 
town where some Gregorian chants were said to be heard. In 1584, however, Hideyoshi 
Toyotomi (1536-98) prohibited Christianity and many Christians were persecuted, 
ousted and even kiled, of which the crucifixion of the twenty-six saints of Nagasaki in 
1597 was best known. Then, Ieyasu Tokugawa (1542-1616) showed interest in Christian-
ity when he granted an audience to William Adams (1564-1620), and English navigator 
who had arrived and lived in Japan with a Japanese name, Anjin Miura. But Ieyasu 
in due time lifted the ban on Christianity several times and Iemitsu (1604-51), the third 
Shogun, took advantage of the Shimabara Revolt (1937-38）加closethe coun仕yto for幽
eigners. If this national isolation is to be taken as the final ban on Christianity declared 
to the world, then the負nalban on Christianity to the Japanese people was declared 
in 1639 when Ietsuna (1641-80), the fourth Shogun, put up the notice board reading 
“NO CHRISTIANITY.”For almost two hundred years after that Japan had practically 
nothing to do with Christianity except the publication of Hakuseki Arai's (1657-1725) 
SのoKibun （“Investigation of the Western World’：ca 1715). 
When the 19th century dawned, ships from overseas came to Japanese shores 
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every so often, and the curtain of modern Japan was raised by Perry's Fleet which 
called at Uraga in 1853. Perry came again the next ye紅白concludea treaty of peace 
and amity with Japan, whose relationships with foreign countries became closer with 
the conclusion in 1858 of a treaty of commerce with the USA, the Netherlands, Russia, 
France and the UK. Christian missions of these countries prepared the dispatch of 
the missionaries. 
The first Japanese Protestant was baptized in 1865. Two years earlier Mrs. Hepburn, 
whose husband, James Curtis Hepburn (1815-1911) had come to Japan in 1859 as a 
missionary doctor, opened a co司edschool in Yokohama, the first one of the kind in 
Japan. Then in 1873 Samuel Robbins Brown (1810-80) started teaching the Bible in his 
home. These were surely signs of the expected spread of Christianity; but, at the same 
time, several materials critical of Christian doctrines were also published. They were 
called the books Byaku-ja Sho，“refuting evils”or HaiぅraSho，“againstChristianity.＇’ 
The year of the Lord 1868 was the first year of Meiji when Edo changed i包name
to Tokyo and became the capital city of Japan. What we cal the Meiji Restoration was 
now on its way, and with the modernization of Japan the Christian teachings were 
gradually so well known that in 1873 the Government ordered an official proclamation 
reading “the notice board put up long ago should be pulled down because it is now 
well known to the general public." Thus the “NO CHRISTI必UTY”ban,symbolically 
standing for同rolong centuries was at last abolished. As for Bible translation, several 
denominations joined hands in 1872 to prepare for its eventual publication in 1872. In 
the same yeaζHepburn had the honor of presenting a copy of the English Bible to 
Emperor Meiji (1852-1912). In 1873, Masahisa Uemura (1858-1924) was baptized by 
James Hamilton Barrough (1832-1920). In 1873 Joseph Neeshima (1843-90) came home 
after ten years’study in the USA and established Doshisha English School the next 
year. Many went to Doshisha including those who had studied at Kumamoto English 
School under Leroy Lansing Janes (1838-1909), and signed the Mt. Hanaoka Covenant. 
In 1876 William Smith Clark (1828-86) wen七throughthe introduction of Neeshima, to 
the Sapporo Agricultural School to teach. 
The Japanese Bible was now complete; the New Testament in 1879 and the Old 
Testament in 1887. It is called the Meiji Version and its New Testament was revised in 
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1917 into the Taisho Version. The同roare put together and generally known as the 
Bungo Yaku Version. As for the Greek Orthodox Church, their Japanese New Testa-
ment was published only in 1901, though a missionary work meeting had been called 
at Yokohama as early as in 1874. The Roman Catholic Church in Japan, on the other 
hand, published several books of the Bible in separate volumes within the 19th century, 
but the whole Bible in Japanese was to be published later: Emile Raguet’s (1852-1929) 
translation in 1910 and Federico Barbara's (1913一）translation in 1957. 
The Bible in the Japanese language moved the heart of the Japanese and changed 
them. They made up their minds to worship the only one Creator God instead of eight 
million idols and did their best to be individuals holy enough to stand before God. If 
this first change can be defined as the ‘volitional recognition of God’s sovereignty' then 
the second oneαn be called the ‘intellectual recognition of God’s sovereignty.’They 
determined to rewrite the history of their mother country and make it holy in the light 
of God’s salvation in history. They did their best to be thoughtful individuals armed 
with God’s wisdom and knowledge. The third and final change, then, is to recognize 
God’s sovereignty in their emotions and feelings, that is, in the deepest recesses of their 
hearts and souls. The Bible was an earthquake that shook their imaginations; and they 
did their best to wield, what C. S. Lewis called, the baptized imagination in their literary 
activiti回.The Japanese imagination, which had been weakened by the two-century-long 
national isolation, was now both renewed by Christia凶句rand revived by the Bible. Thus 
started the romantic movement in the history of modern Japanese literature. 
Shoyo Tsubouchi (1859-1936), voicing this eager expectation of the coming 
renewal, said：“We would like to surpass the Western novel in the long run and have 
our own stories brilliantly dedicated to the altar of the Muses as well as paintings, 
music and poe仕y."(Shosetsu Shinzui, "The Quintessence of the Novel”， 1885). In this 
new trend of the Japanese literary world wasfuni No Ishizu初（“ThoseTwelve Stones”， 
1855) produced by Hangetsu Yuasa (1858-1943). It is the first literary work in Japan 
produced by a Japanese Christian deeply impressed by the Bible，出peciallyby a s初旬
in Judges. The poet enlarged upon the story of Ehud, covering only twenty vers出 of
the third chapter of Judges, and made a lenghty poem, 1,689 lines of “Go Shichi Cho’；a 
5・7syllable verse. He made use of lots of“pillow words" and “fancy phrases" and then 
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described Jericho and its surrounding nature in minute detail according to the tradi-
tional method of Japanese literature. Besides those “embellishments”we could notice 
what we cal “dramatization’； additional characters and alterations made to the Bible 
story; for example, Ehud's mother, to which Judges makes no reference, made a stage 
appearance to tel her son that his father had been killed in battle against Eglon and 
that he should take revenge on Eglon for his family and country, which Ehud did with 
a dagger, a keepsake from his father. In this typically Japanese conception of vengeance, 
the author was able to make Those Twelve Stones a success, but we can lodge some 
objections: is it possible to make Bible stories impressive to and successful among 
Japanese readers without embellishment and dramatization? Is it possible to be moved 
by the Bible stories as they are, to be moved enough to produce literary pieces in turn? 
The theme of revenge is also in Hi No Hashira （“A Pillar of Fire", 1904) by Naoe 
Kinoshita (1869-193ηtoo. I句hero,Choji Shinoda, had lost his father in the Chichibu 
Riot, studied in the USA and Europe and come back to Japan as a Christian socialist. 
He was now a leader of the labor front in Japan, S¥lblimating his vengeful spite for the 
cause of social justice. When the novel was appearing serially in the Mainichi Daily 
News, the Russo-Japanese War started and as soon as it was published in a book form, 
it was banned. But it was critical not only of war but also of the church that curried 
favor with the secular authority. It also had signs of feminism. The author had been 
baptized in his home city when he was twenty-four. Coming up to Tokyo, he was active 
in the movements against prostitution throughout the country and water pollution 
from Ashio Copper Mine. In his work, his great help came from the Women’s Christian 
Temperance Union. He was one of the originators of the Socialist Democratic Party 
and ran for the general election in 1902. A Pilar of Fire ends with a scene where 
Shinoda is arrested by the police guided by one of his disciples, Azuma, a Judas, 
quoting Scripture vers回 about“a corn of wheat" and “a pillar of a cloud.”Shinoda 
could be a Jesus or a Moses, but he is mo児 likeJesus. For example, one of the most 
unforgettable scenes is where Shinoda forgave and helped Hana, a woman who had 
committed adultery. He was a Jesus, but the Jesus the author presented in his novel 
was one who “began his life in the manger and ended his life on the cross", using the 
words of Shinoda himself. 
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The author makes Shinoda preach on“Jesus’ideas of society”on the evening 
when he returned home. He also makes Shinoda's aunt comment on the dead as follows: 
“I don’t know whether they become gods or buddhas, but they look more like people. 
It is strange, but al of us, when dead, are better than when living.”The Christian 
features of A Pilar of Fire are indeed syncretic, but we can appraise it highly as a 
literary work produced by a Christian who had been deeply impressed by the Bible. 
Those Twelve Stones and A Pilar of Fire are likened to a pair of bright Christian 
jewels at the threshold of Modern Japanese Literatur・e.
The Hymn Book is second only to the Bible in its impact on Japanese imagina” 
tion. The Japanese仕anslation,Shinsen Sambika Shu （“Hymns and Songs of Praise”， 
published in 1888 and revised in 1890) is a literary masterpiece and had long been 
used interdenominationally. It contains 263 pieces, 91 of which are made by Japanese 
Christians. Many of those Christians were well grounded in Tanka, a classical form of 
shortpoe仕yin Japan. And so, the translation was done in Go Shichi Cho, a 5・7syllable 
verse, suited to the Japanese fancy and sung far and wide. 
Together with the Bible and the Hymnals, many enlightening books and novels 
were translated into Japanese. Smiles' Self Help, Bunyan’s Pilgrim's Progress, and 
others were translated into Japanese as“Saikoku Risshi Den" in 1871，“Tenro Rekitei” 
in 1876 and D’israeli's works in 1884. Christianity forms the basis of al of them, and so 
they taught the Japanese people that the novel is not a time killer for the rich idle but a 
life work worthwhile for al. It is in this trend that Bungaku初i("The Literary World”） 
was published. This coterie magazine lived from 1893 to 1898, amounting to 58 issues 
in al. According to Toson Shimazaki, a member, it was the Japanese equivalent to the 
Pre-Raphaelite Movement. 
Tokoku Kitamura (1868ー94),another member of Bungaku初i,experienced politi-
cal frustrations, was baptized at the age of nineteen and married a lady who had led 
him to church. He published Naibu Seimei Ron （“Inner Life’： 1983) and declared：“the 
contemporary world of thought is better understood when we say it is not so much a 
s加 gglebetween Buddhist ideas and Christian ideas as a war of life against non-life." 
Tokoku, however, wrote Iseki Kan （“To an Evening”） in the same year and said：“Men 
are insignificant creatures on earth, whose agonies and worries are nothing in the 
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bosom of Nature. Therefore, reconsider it,he is nil and I am nil, to.”In this essay we 
see life disappearing into nothingness. His valedictory poem“'An Existence as Fleeting 
as the Dewdrops”concludes with a prayer for death：“Do away with me as soon as 
possible.”He did away with himself by hanging at the age of同renty”five.
Toson Shimazaki (1872-1943) was baptized at the age of sixteen and began teach-
ing at a mission school when he was twenty.時'akanaShu （“Young Leaves”， 1897) his 
first collection of poems, is under the influence of均1mnsand Songs of Praise and of 
the Bible, especially of Psalms. Toson’s adaptations企omhymns were well-shown in 
one of his 時7akanaShu poems. Uemura translated Mrs. Brown's“I love to steal awhile 
away”into a hymn of seven-five syllable metre which Toson, in turn, changed into a 
love poem. The first three stanzas of the original hymn are quoted below with the 
words Toson omitted by the strike”through line and with the words Toson changed 
in parenthesis. 
I love to steal awhile away 
From f#.He 0fie己二二三位re,
And spend the hours of setting day 
Ins:ニa~二fieerニマロ（ad町am).
I love in掛砧強e(the shade of a丑oweringtree）加shed
The Fこごとこ二三二＋( secret love sick) tear, 
A~;J ~11 u：門 h日~~肴：門n円＇－~ ~l~~;J 
·~ ~u • uu ]:-'' ~UUU~u 』u r＂~~~ 
Where none butι伺（you）回n恥師(know).
I love to think on掛傍白es(dreams) past 
A~;J ＋..唱....酬n ~~~；！ ：~刊百1~~~
.＆. ~..l,_\.A.'-' M品、’ buu~ "".t-''u＇~） 
人二三二！！ご＂eニft!BニコヨB0ff0マ，℃ea8E(To love is to sin,) 
。三竺！？でてで~fHff：ご~ere.(And to sin is to love.) 
Of the authors contemporary with Toson, Doppo Kunikida (1871-1908) most 
clearly experienced intellectual conflicts between religion and literature. When baptized 
by Masahisa Uemura at the age of twenty, Doppo declared：“belief in God is belief in 
immortality.＇’It was not long, however, before he abandoned his Christian faith, saying, 
“Faith is a sort of psychological game.”He then turned to nature, as illustrated by his 
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comment：“I am none but a mortal who lives in thee, Nature. Thou dost not grow old. 
Why should I get old? Why should I die？” （Azamukazaru No Ki，“The True Diary”， 
1908--09). He then found salvation in the Sun as the center of Nature and wrote Hi no 
De（“The Su町ise’； 1903).But once risen, the sun is to be up for a brief space of time, 
and the evening sun is sure to set. In one of his last poems Doppo cried：“'After al, 
everything goes. No more. They are no more！”（“'Aki no Irihi’；The Autumnal Sunset). 
Soseki Natsume (1867-1916), who made his debut as a writer with Wagahai wa 
Neko de Aru （“I am a Cat’； 1906) and Botchan （“Master Darling”， 1906), felt hostile 
toward Chrisianity.“There is no redemption in the true sense of the word. What we 
have done, we have done; and what we have said, we have said. How can we redeem 
it? It is Christian effeminacy that preach (sic) this redemption. The redemption not 
through ourselves but through an idol whose name is Christ" (Soseki's marginal notes 
in Nietzsche’s Thus 争αkeZarathustra, tr. by A. Tile). Soseki wrote his comments in 
the mar~in of the English books he read. Most of them show Soseki's hostility in the 
open. Also, one of his main characters, Daisuke in Sot’・ekara （“'And Then”， 1909) opens 
his heart and says：“I believe those who trust one another do not have to trust God. I 
understand that God has right to exist only when people try to be delivered from the 
agony of disbelieving one another. Therefore I take it for granted that people lie in 
a God”believing country.”It is nothing but a private declaration that Japan, whose 
society is based on mutual trust, has no need of the one and only God. 
The cultural twin to Soseki's hostility is Ogai Mori's (1862-1922) indifference to 
Christianity. In his twenties he studied abroad in Germany, then a Christian country, 
where he experienced the awakening of his self; but he kept himself away from 
Christianity which was deeply rooted in the soil of the country.“'As to religions, 
Schleihermacher said many years ago now that God was thought of as if He had been 
a Father. Confucius said that man offered prayers to his ancestors as if their spirits had 
existed ... that is, everything had an‘as if’in its foundation" (Kano Yoni，“'As If’； 
1912). If that shows Ogai's idea of religions, then the following quotation would show 
his idea of Christ：“I was standing in a market place and took of my hat every so often. 
I found many people to be respected both in the past and at present. ... taking my 
hat, however, I did not intend to follow any one of them, leaving the market place 
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behind. I have met many teachers but I have not met any one Master and Lord" (Maso, 
“A Delusion”，1911）.“Master and Lord" reminds us of John 13:14. 
Soho Tokutomi (1863-1957) and his brother Roka Tokutomi (1868--1927) have 
several points in common with Ogai and Soseki: they lived an age “beginning with the 
Emperor and closing with the Emperor.，”had in their background literature of the Edo 
Period, Chinese literature and Confucianism and experienced victories in the Sino・
Japanese War, the Russo-Japanese War and World War I.But the siblings are different 
from Ogai and Soseki in one point: they deeply concerned themselves with Christianity. 
Their influence on the reading public spread, as the pen name Soho shows, as widely 
as the dew that descended upon the mountain of Zion (Ps. 13:3), and their commitment 
to Christianity was, as the pen name Roka shows, as humble as the grass of the field 
which tomorrow is cast into oven仰at.6:30). Soho and Roka became Christians in 
their Doshisha English College days under the discipine of Joseph Neeshima. A literary 
magazine, Kokumin no Tomo, 
advocated individualism and equality, with Christianity in its heart. This magazine 
helped Doppo and several other authors and critics make their debut. Soho, a capable 
author himself, stood firmly on Christian idealism and encour-aged people to give birth 
to a great Japanese literature. According to Soho，“When English mind was vitiated 
terribly, Milton came to the country with Paradise Lost. I think the authors are not only 
the mirror of the society but also the lighthouse of the country. They should be the 
prophet as well as the representative of the world of mind”（Kinraiめ1uk6no Seiji 
Shosetsu o Haisu，“Criticism of the Political Novels Now in Vogue", 188η． 
While Soho had in himself both the Christian mind and a sound journalistic 
sense, Roka was stimulated by the moral teachings of Christianity and published one 
novel after another, and one essay after another. Some of these essays were published 
serially in his literary magazine under the title of Mimizu no Tawagoto （“A Nonsense 
from the Earthworm", 1913). An essay“Prayers of the Dew”reads: 
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“0, the Sun, thou art immensely great yet thou dost not refrain企omlodging in a 
tiny drop of the dew! A water drop could only live i胎shortlife in no other place 
than a twig, yet, 0 Sun, thou changeth the dew into the jewel.” 
The dewdrop is a symbol of the evanescence of life in Japanese literature, yet Soho 
here is quite Christian to change it into “a dew of light" (Isa. 26:19, RSV). We see in 
“Prayers of the Dew”the birth of the Songs of Praise. Compare this with Tokoku’s“an 
existence as fleeting as the dewdrop，＇’Dopp o's“The Sunset in Autumn”or the swan 
song of Tanka poet, Sachio Ito (1864-1913) entitled “The Light of Annihilation”（1912). 
"The dawn of this morn/ Of dew drops cold on the fine/ Autumn blades of grass, All 
seeming to radiate/ The subtle light of extinction.” 
Soho is criticised as too journalistic, and Roka is regarded as a writer of popular 
literature. These may be true, but they are second to no contemporary writer in this: 
that they cultivated the Japanese mind in favor of Christianity, even more than the 
academic and serious literature did. 
“Shirakaba Ha”何「hiteBirch School) had much to do with Christianity, to. As 
the age of 17, Naoya Shiga (1883-1971) went to Kanzo Uchimura (1861-1930) and left 
him as the age of twenty”five. He called Uchimura‘Teacher’，whose figure was so large 
that Shiga should have missed the ‘Master and Lord'. Shiga wrote in Otsu ]unkichi：“I 
nearly made Paul's 'Thou shalt not commit adultery' my motto.”But when the motto 
changed itself into unreasonable terms, Shiga abandoned the seventh commandment 
as a man-made proposal by Paul and started going his own egocentric way. In the 
same way, Hideyoshi three-centuries ago closed our coun仕yto Christianity, the seventh 
commandment getting in his polygamous way. 
Saneatsu Musha・no-koji(1885-1976) was influenced by the Bible and Tolstoy, 
or shall we rather say, he understood the Bible by way of Tolstoy. Tolstoy’s The 
Summarized Bible was composed in his own words. In the Preface Tolstoy wrote: 
“Christianity was founded on Gospel which, however, is blended with dirt and mud." 
Indeed the Summarized Bible ends with Jesus’death on the Cross. 
Musha-no・kojidid not mind such a theistic denial of the eternal life, and summa-
rized the Bible in his own way. His Kofukumono （“The Blessed’；1919) is ful of Musha-
no・koji’sown Version of Jesus' words and works. He did not, however, produce a 
Christian literature. 
A member of the Shirakaba Group, Yoshio Nagayo (1888-1961), however, pro・
duced Christian Literature, His Seido no Kirisuto ('A Bronz Christ’； 1923) is a story 
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of a founder in Nagasaki under the ban of Christianty. The hero,Yusa,is well depicted 
as a man and an artist being forced to choose soul or丑esh,trying in vain to unite art 
and faith and finally expiring between two women on the cross, Monica, a Christian 
and Kimika, a prostitute. The international and domestic situation of Japan around the 
year of its publication made Seido No Kirisuto al the more meaningful, especially in 
the light of the Versailles Peace Treaty after World War I wliich increased Japan’s inter幽
national influence, and also in the light of the first indication of the coming military 
despotism and of the oppression of freedom of belief, ideas and expression. 
Takeo Arishima (1878-1923) fully recognized the religious nature of Western Civ-
ilization and produced such masterpieces of Christian literature as Kain no Matsuei 
（“The Descendants of Cain", 1917), Ai wa Oshimi naku Ubau （“Love Taketh Generously’： 
1917), Aru Onna （“A Certain Woman", 1919), Sengen Hitotsu （“A Declaration", 1922). 
Arishima entered Sapporo Agricultural School at the age of eighteen, had a room 
at Mr. and Mrs. Nitobe's, and became a Christian. When Misao Fujimura's suicide 
at Kegon-no・TakiFall in 1903 came to be much talked of, Masahisa Uemura flatly 
criticized it and labelled Fujimura as“a pessimist of one book of philosophy.”Arishima 
got angry at this and labelled the famous pastor as a person“unable to understand 
clearly enough what life really is.”Arishima went to the USA to study in 1903 and 
became uneasy about his Christian life, that is, he found God against Self. After finish・
ing his study, he came home to Japan, taught for a while and wrote novels and stories. 
It was not long before he abandoned Christianity and committed double・ suicide with 
a married lady. People argued the pros and cons of the suicide to which Kan Kikuchi 
(1888-1942) explained as follows：“Death is not property of Life, but a domain com-
pletely other than Life. Neither laws nor the morals of Life回ndo anything for these 
who escape to that domain. The dead have the privilege of disregarding Life's morals, 
laws and customs.”Both the conduct of a suicide and the funeral oration of a well幽
wisher clearly show the character of Japanese culture in which there is no one and only 
God who has Life and Death in His hand, and they reveal the Japanese mind where 
Death lurks as Finality. 
While Arishima was studying abroad, the Russo-Japanese War began. The USA 
was on the Russian side, regarding the war as one between a Christian country and a 
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pagan coun仕y.In the whole of Christendom, none but Tolstoy was anti岨war,but his 
voice was drowned by the noisy criticism that he strayed企omthe right path of Jesus. 
This put spurs to Arishima’s disillusionment with Christianity while his home country 
was internationally making her way to militarism. The then active proletarian authors 
were suppressed by the authorities who did not fail to use such opportunities as the 
High Treason Case (1910-1911) and the Great Kanto Earthquake (1923). Some were 
murdered and others were forced to convert to the reigning national ideology. In this 
trend toward militarism, nationalism, and imperialism, Christianity was suppressed 
and lost a social outlet for her energy which had once made her the originator of the 
people’s movement to extend freedom and rights. 
Around the year of 1926, transitory years from Taisho to Showa, Japanese Litera-
M閃 strayedfarther and farthtr away from Christianity. Toyohiko Kagawa (1槌~1960),
however, produced lots of literary works. Three of them are especially known: Shisen 
o Koete （“'Across the Death幽line”， 1920)a novel of how Kagawa had come to profess 
Christian Socialism, Taiyo o Iru Mono （“Those who Shoot the Sun’： 1921) a novel on 
how to. deal with the slum quarters, and Kabe no Koe o Kikutoki （“Time to Hear the 
Voice of the Wall”， 1924) a novel about his con企ontationwith Capitalism. These three 
a町 calledKagawa's trilogy.They deeply impressed his contemporaries, though they 
are not referred to in the standard literary history of Japan. Kagawa wrote novels and 
stories which show more insight into how to act socially as a Christian than they 
demonstrate ability as a novelist. 
Hyakuzo Kurata (1891-1943) is well known as the author of Shukke初sonoDeshi 
（“A Priest and Disciples”，191η. About his younger sister he wrote：“She lacks education 
in the fields of religion and music which are neccesary for the growth of the fair sex” 
(Seishun no lki no Ato，“The Steps and Gro_wth of Youth’； 1928). According to his own 
words, he lived and read the Bible to get an education and felt close to Christianity, 
buthenev，町didrecognize the authority of Jesus who, when asked，“'Are you the Lord？” 
affirmed，“Yes, I am the Lord.”After he left Christianity, he had come to trust the Origi” 
nal Vow of Amida Buddha and the existence of the Pure Land. But, according to the 
witness of Katsuichiro Kamei, one of his disciples, Kurata at his death bed asked him 
“Is there really a Pure Land, Kamei？” 
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Ryunosuke Akutagawa (1892-192η，a leading figure and representative of Japa-
nese literature of the Taisho Period, had close relationships with Christianity. He read 
the Bible as an education, respected Jesus as his teacher and his pen was pious when 
itαme to dealing with the old materials of the Christianity that had existed in Japan 
almost three centuries previously. He was different from his contemporary authors 
who collected materials for the exoticism which was then in fashion. He had an impact 
on the authors who were to follow him. The later authors were moved by such images 
as his copy of the Bible being placed at his death bed. And they felt power of those 
passages in his works that expressed his love for the man named Jesus, passages such 
as this：“官loi,Eloi Lama Sabachthani’is practically nothing but his scream, but Christ 
is al the closer to us for this scream”（Seih6 no Hito，“Man from the West”，192η． 
The Bible at his deathbed became the one in hand for Osamu Dazai (1909-1948) 
whose relationships with the Bible is shown in a sequence of numbers, 91・79・62・26.In 
his writings, Dazai quoted 91 Bible verses of which 79 are from the New Testament. 
The number of quotations from the Gospel according to Matthew is 62, of which 26 are 
from the Sermon on the Mount. We may note that the O.T. quotations are unfairly few 
compared with the N.T. quotations, but one of the few O.T. quotations Dazai loved is 
Ps. 121 and it is the key verse that reveals the character of his relationship to the Bible. 
Of al the poems in the Old Testament, Dazai loved Ps. 121 the most.“I lift up my 
eyes to the hils./ Where does my help come from？” (NIV is used because it is close 
to the Japanese version Dazai used.) He quoted this verse twice in his writings and 
recommended it often to his friends and disciples. Ps. 121, especially its first verse, 
seems to suit the Japanese fancy. 
We began our examination of Dazai’s relationship with the Bible on the assump-
tion that Dazai loved Ps. 121; but the assumption should have been that Dazai loved 
the first verse only, for he never quoted the following seven verses. If Dazai had known 
that Ps. 121 is a responsive poem, its verses meant to be recited alternately by two 
di宜erentgroups, a song not of solitude but of solidarity, his eyes and ears would have 
been opened to the entire Psalm and its orchestra. In thatαse he might have been 
introduced to the Creator God in or behind the mountains.“I lift up my eyes to the hils. 
Where does my help come企om？” wasDazai’s heart cry, but without the following 
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verses, it was nothing but a song of a solitary figure talking to himself. Such a heart 
cry was destined to disappear into the void far behind the hils. 
A man who thinks he can read Ps. 121 by himself is easily led to conclude that 
he can read the Bible by himself without placing himself in the church, that is, in the 
church tradition and history. In his own confession "Idon’t go to church. But the Bible 
I read，”we can see the陀asonwhy such an avid reader of the Bible could not grasp the 
Gospel of Jesus. 
Tatsuo Hori (1904-1953), who looked up to Akutagawa as his teacher, knew the 
impact of the Bible of his teacher on the human soul. In fact, he based his novel Sei 
Kazoku （“The Holy Family", 1930) upon his teacher’s death. The novel is the witness 
to its author's lifelong way of thinking,. clear and pure enough to grasp the mean” 
ing of life by dwelling upon death. Its title is more from the painting of Raphael or 
Rembrandt, but the last chapter of Kaze Tachinu （“There Went forth a Wind’：Nu.11:3, 
1938) is entitled “The Valley of Shadow of Death”after the Bible. 
While Bunyan carved an unerasably terrible image of the Valley of the Shadow 
of Death on English imagination, Hori philosophized about it and says it may be the 
Shadow of Happiness to those who make it their home. To him, the phrase in his loose 
memory“for thou art with me”does not ring a bell at al. Anyway, a serious attitude 
toward the Bible as their lifelong companion started with Akutagawa, Dazai, and 
Hori. It is quite different from those Meiji authors who threw away the Bible half way 
through theirαreers. 
The Manchuria Incident (1931), the Founding of Manchuria Empire (1932), the 
Secession from the League of Nations (1933), the February 26th Incident (1936), the Ban 
of the Celebration of Labor Day (1936), the Sino-Japanese War (193η，the Japanese 
invasion of Indo-China (1940) and the Triple Alliance of Japan幽Germany-Italy(1940) 
followed one after another, and Japan was fully involved in World War I with her 
Pearl Harbor Attack (1941). 
The Christian Church in Japan, who only half a century earlier had played an 
important role as the mother/midwife to the birth of Modern Japanese Literature, 
adapted herself to the trend of the times. What was the Fifteen Year War to our 
authors? Let's listen to two leading authors. Sei Itoh (190ι1969) said：“I believe that 
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the intelligensia of Japan fel it absolutely necessary to fight out the War. We are what 
they cal the Yellow Race. We fight for the superiority of us discriminated people.” 
Yukio Mishima (1925-1970) saw a Japanese freighter with the national丑agof rising 
sun fluttering on the mast at a port of the North Sea, and said to himself.“'After al, we 
αn come back someday to its light and simplicity, purity and clarity.”For these one 
hundred years, Japanese Literature has been seeking a great literature Japanese can 
be proud of, and it must be the fruit of competition between East and West and of 
conflicts between Life and Non-Life. In this sense, Itoh-Mishima's hasty conclusion 
cannot be too much deplored. 
Few of the literary works during the Fifteen Year War are worth mentioning 
as Christian literature. Some of the authors, however, who went o the front, had their 
eyes opened to realities beyond Japan. Their experiences prepared the way for the 
post-war literature of Japan. One of them, Shohei Ohoka (1909-1989) was only thirteen 
when he spent a great amount of money for a copy of the Bible in spite of his father's 
criticism that their country needed only Buddhism He went to church, but after a 
while he left it. 
Nobi （“A Prairie Fire", 1952) has as i臼mottoa quotation企omthe Psalms：‘though 
I walk through the shadow of the valley of death'. It is the cross of a seaside village in 
the Phillipines which is especially significant. At first“The cross is the symbol of the 
universal love but, as long as it is in our enemy’s hand, it is nothing but a symbol of 
danger." Later, however, it becomes the symbol of Jesus' blood and flesh which the 
author hides in a scene of cannibalism. He realized that he did not die in the Phillipines 
because an unidentified attacker had hit him at the back of his head, and he had fallen 
senseless, so he confessed：“If the at阻ckerwere the same person with the Giant who 
had offered his own flesh to me, a hungry soldier on the hil in the sunset -if he were 
Christ in disguise - if he really were sent to the hils and fields of the Phillipines only 
to save me -." And A Prairie Fire ends with“Let’s glorify the Lord！” 
This inspiration of the Cross was what Ohoka carried back to Japan when he was 
demobilized. He writes：“That the carpenter of Nazareth is the son of God is di伍cult
for me to believe, and I almost agree with the rationalist Hakuseki Arai who had intu-
itively known that the Virgin Birth was Western absurdity. But it is at the same time 
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true that this absurdity now touches me to the heart. Many things happened to me at 
the front and however absurd they were, I took them al as sure facts. With such a 
practice stil in mind, I cannot deny this absurdity, either. The question is, however, 
where I should put it in my mind.”（Shinkei San，“A Neurotic’； 1952). Where in the 
mind should the Cross be placed? In or out of it? In intelect, feelings or willpower? 
This is one of the cultural problems that both postwar Christianity and Japanese 
Literature should face and solve. 
Toshio Shimao (1917-1987) was not at the front on foreign soil, but he was on 
Kakeroma Island of Amami Gunto on the day of the termination of World War I. He 
was a captain of the Suicide Fleet of small wooden one-man boats especially made for 
those desperate Tokko soldiers.“H we are not ordered to embark, the day would be the 
same as any day before. Day after day for one and half a year we were ready to embark 
and die. And on the evening of August 13 we had our body and mind in grave-clothes 
and waited for the order to embark, which never did come. As we were on the verge of 
dashing out, the coming Death stopped short" (Shuppatsu wa Tsuini Otozurezu，“Our 
Last Journey was Never Made’； 1955).It is to be likened to Dostoevski's experience of 
banishment, sentence of death, and acquital just before execution. Shimao was bap-
tized in a Catholic church in 1956. Such “sick wife series" works as研'areFukaki Fuchi 
おri（“De Profundis’： 1955) and Shi no Toge （“The Sting of Death", 1960) deal with the 
purgatorial days he spent with his wife who had lost her mind because of his love 
affairs with other women. Not only are the titles biblical, but the stories themselves 
include ideas of death as the wages of sin, doing penance endlessly, and a purgatory 
where people moan but are not delivered. But there is a s仕angeserenity about any of 
his works. His style has a sort of clarity which we never find in the heavy, staccato 
style of, for example, Soseki’s works. It may be because Soseki did not _believe in 
redemption, trying to undo by himself what he had done, and because Shimao knows 
that man was created by and is under the control σf a moral God who is after al 
beyond human ken, that is, he believes in His atonement. In Shimao’s writing, there 
is no high-handed passing of his interpretation and judgment as truths. God has 
given consolation, hatred, trickery, sorrows and joys, and they are intermingled in 
man’s life. Shimao casts a verbal net, catches them out of their entanglement, and 
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has been writing about them in a dream-like style of semi帽transparency.
Jun Ishikawa (1899-1987) attended a Catholic church when he taught a high 
school under the old educational system in Taisho Period. In E色keatono Kirisuto 
（“Christ in the Air-raid Ruins”， 1946) Ishikawa pictures a boy in rags, infested with 
vermin, covered with tumors. But Ishikawa has the eyes of St. Francis who as a丑edg-
ing knight saw a leper on the road, recognized Christ in the guise of“the least of these 
my brethren，百ndwas led into the monastery. Ishikawa sees in the street boy, Jesus in 
agony printed in the holy shroud of St. Veronica, and decides he is the m白sengerof the 
Gospel. St Francis went to the monastery, while the author saw bites and scratches on 
his own limbs and wondered whether his wrestling with the street boy might have 
been a strange phenomenon in a dream. Chn'st in the Air-raid Ruins ends with the 
following paragraph: "On the ground some marks were seen here and there. They 
looked like the marks of hoofs of some animals on the sands.”It was on the ground 
marked by hoofs of the ass on which Jesus sat that Ishikawa might have seen the way 
Japanese literature after World War I should follow. 
There are various views, political and economical, about when Japan’s post-bellum 
conditions were over. As far as her literature is concerned, 1968 seems to be the year. 
This was the Centennial of the Meiji Restoration, and the year Yasunari Kawabata 
(1988-1972) received the Nobel Prize for Literature. His works are not only the litera-
ture of what he called “Utsukushii Nihon" (Beautiful Japan) but also have passages 
from the Bible including History, Prophecy, and Wisdom Literature not to mention the 
Gospels, the Pauline Epistles, and Revelation. Moreover, those passages are quoted not 
merely for literary embellishment; they have something to do with the whole work 
of Kawabata, something substantial enough to be a matter of life and death for the 
author. Many people did fel deeply moved at his suicide. Donald Keene, who had been 
introducing Japanese literature to the English-speaking world, voiced their feeling when 
he said：“I do not know why he committed suicide ... But it saddens me peculiarly 
that Kawabata Sensei should have killed himself, not only because I felt deep affection 
for him and immense respect for his books, but because his act seems a judgment on 
the ultimate insufficiency of everything he most prized, everything I most prize too” 
(English Mainichi: April 20, 1972). 
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Keene's funeral address, especially his phrase the “Ultimate Insu伍ciency”reminds
us of Paul Tillich’s phrase the “Ultimate Concern，＇’which is the key phrase of his world 
view, which again reminds us of 
0三s.138:8). 
Kawabata perished but, as his favorite Scripture verses“the leaves of the tree 
were for the healing of the nations" (Rev. 2:2) and “For there is hope of a tree" (Job 14: 
7) suggest, Christian literature of New Japan was being born of the verdant foliage of 
the Bible. About the time of the Nobel Prize winner's death, various authors who would 
like 加 concernthemselves with Christianity in their intelect, feelings, and will power 
we陀 beingborn. 
Hakucho Masamune (1879-1962) became interested in Christianity by way of 
publication of Soho's Min Yu Sha (Friends of the People Press) and through the evan-
gelist Juji Ishi. At the age of eighteen, he was baptized by Uemura to conquer the fear 
of death. He attended the meetings of Uchimura but said farewell to the church at the 
age of twenty”three. Since then he had written about the agonies of life so tenaciously 
and so thoroughly that he was labelled a nihilist. He produced one novel after another 
making the quest for meaning the first requisite of his authorship. The question he 
continued to ask during the Meiji, Taisho and Showa Periods, was what place litera-
ture should take in an author. No wonder that he made a confession of faith by saying 
“God is sure to hold me tender into Heaven；’ that he said “'Amen”when he breathed 
his last and that he was called back to Heaven in a Christian funeral. 
Takehiko Fukunaga (1918ー79)was a litle boy when his mother, an evangelist, left 
him under the care of her divorced husband, who was true to her request and took the 
litle boy to church until he was in junior high school. Though he left church when he 
grew up, he was baptized two years before his death: Mrs. Fukunaga, a gentle Chris-
tian, is said to have been his help in his baptism and his Christian life. During these 
two years he faithfully attended church, read the Bible, was forgiven through his faith 
in Christ and he, to, was called back to Heaven in a Christian funeral. This was a 
severe shock to literary circles and some of his fellow authors even doubted his sanity. 
But, opening Fukunaga's Kusa no Hana （“The Flower of Grass", 1953) with its motto 
from the Bible “For al flesh is as grass, and al the glory of man as the flower of grass” 
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(I Pe. 1:24), we read its heroine's words：“Faith is a joy, I believe. To hear the Gospel 
gives a joy to us, a joy of telling the Gospel to others ... I can’t believe in a solitary 
faith kept only to oneself.”And we can’t help thinking that a new closeness to the Bible 
different from that of his teachers, Akutagawa, Dazai and Hori is being born among 
the authors and the general readers. The Bible is now to occupy the place where it 
should be. 
Kawabata helped several young people to rise in the literary world. Tamio Hojo 
(1914-37) was one of them. It was announced that狂ojo,as a newly幽weddedhusband, 
was a leper, and he was hospitalized in Tama Zensei En in Tokyo Pref., where he was 
introduced to the Bible through Dostoevsky. He was never baptized, but his Inochi no 
Soyα（“The First Evening of Life’； 1936), telling of his first day in the leprosarium, is a 
pioneer work of Christian existentialism of postwar Japan. The title was given to the 
novel by Kawabata. The first day in a leprosarium should be the beginning of a leper's 
last days, but Kawabata and Hojo were Christian enough to cal it “the first evening”： 
we are reminded of Genesis which says in one of its first verses，“The evening and the 
morning were the first day." On the evening when the author “was robbed of every” 
thing but life，＇’a novel was born. A novel dealing not with Non-Life but with Life had 
at last been born which Tokoku had longed for a generation before. It is indeed the 
first leprosarium literature of Japan, as Kawabata praised it. 
Haku Byo （“A stroke of Sumi Brush’； 1939) by Kaijin Akashi (1902-39) is also 
praiseworthy. The sound ‘hakubyo’could mean‘white disease', leprosy, but the literal 
meaning of the word is 'white dessin’where no color is used but sumi, Chinese ink. 
'Hakubyo’particularly means a sumi line drawn on a piece of pap低 Aline a piece of 
paper and a line of satisfaction may be given after several dozens of dessin to the artist 
or the caligrapher. Haku Byo, a collection of six hundred Tanka poems, is itself a 
'hakubyo,' a line a life of a man. 
Kaijin, at the age of twentyイour,was forced to leave home, his wife, and two 
daughters, and he wandered from place to place. When Nagashima Island’S Aisei En, 
the first public leprosarium in Japan was founded in 1831, he was hospitalized and 
there he was introduced to Christianity by a volunteer nurse, Etsuko Ohno. He was 
baptized in 1923 by an American missionary, Charles Burnell Olds and began to write 
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Tanka under Dr. Mamoru Uchida, a Christian poet.As the preface to Haku砂oshows, 
to live was to write for the author, and to write was to live. 
Leprosy is a damnation from Heaven! 
As I cried at one whiplash striking me, wept at another, and moaned at stil 
another, I groped in the darkness of the miserable disease for a streak of light. I 
hungered and thirsted for it like a deep欄seafish, for which there is no light unless 
it burns. 
It was only after my illness became deadly that I was able to fel this way. I 
started making Tanka when I was over thirty. For the first time in my life, I 
learned how to look at myself, at others and at mountains, water, grass, and 
trees and I came to recognize how beautiful and how severe also the Earth is on 
which I live. I blessed myself living in this body of丑eshby forcing the bitterness 
of my years out into Tanka after Tanka, sometimes weeping and sometimes 
dancing for joy. 
I came to know the world of man when I was forced out of it. I believed in love 
when I was driven out of the circle of family love. I saw mountains green and 
clouds white within when I lost sight outwardly. 
Leprosy was also a revelation from Heaven! 
If the Preface should remind us of Jesus’words，“For judgment I am come to this world, 
that they which see not might see and that they which see might be made blind" (John 
9:39) and if we hear both a rhyme and a thought-rhyme in“damnation from Heaven" 
and “revelation from Heaven", then we are to see a work in a unique genre of world 
literature, the leprosarium literature in Japan which Kawabata has encouraged us to 
introduce to the world. 
About the time of Kawabata’s winning of the Nobel Prize, Utsukushii On・na（“A 
Beautiful Woman’； 1955），均1oten（“Freezing Point", 1965), Chimmoku （“Silence", 1966) 
and Cho・-eki-ninno Kokuhaku （“A Complaint of the Convict’； 1969) were published 
one after another. Not only are they literary masterpieces, but they are trail blazers 
of Christian literature of the postwar generation and the last generation of the 20th 
cen加ryofJapan.
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Rinzo Shiina (1911-73) was led to Christianity by way of Dostoevsky, when he was 
trying to solve the problem of nihilism and freedom which was insolvable by means of 
the Communist Revolution. He was baptized in 1950. A Beautiful i干'Omanis a story 
about the beautiful woman who had inhabited the heart of the hero. She is thought to 
be representative of Jesus Christ risen in the heart of the author. 
In A Complaint of the Convict, a young man caused a traffic accident, was con” 
victed, finished his prison term, yet stil had to pay compensation for years after being 
released. He looked for a way of life “lived as the dead live，＇’and he convicted the world 
of a crime of human alienation and of materialism. To a woman named Fukuko the 
young man says in a loud voice：“when I saw you this morning, I felt I had at last 
found something to live for; the something that a hopeless mortal man could live for.” 
Fukuko is a‘beautiful woman.' 
ShUsaku Endo (1923ー）was baptized with his mother at a Catholic church when 
he was only twelve years old. Ever since he published Shirai H加（“AWhite Person”， 
195), Endo has been investigating the problem of the di宜erencebetween Christendom 
and Japan and of whether or not Christianity can take root in Japan. Silence deals with 
the silence of God at the death of the martyrs in sixteenth century of Japan. Endo puts 
the following words in the mouth of Christovao Ferreira (1580-1650), an apos包te：“Here
in this country, there is something not agreeable to Christianity.”Endo even makes the 
inaudible vox dei utter words consoling to those who were forced to tread on a tablet 
bearing a picture of Christ：“Do tread on me. I am come to be trod on by you. I have 
borne the cross to share your pains." There are both positive and negative aspects to 
Endo, who claims that the Christian church should have a Mother-God image instead 
of a Father-God image when it is in Japan. Endo's views, which compromise with the 
native religions of Japan, may prove to be dangerous to Christianity in Japan, but his 
works present interesting experiments on how to make Christianity take root in the 
Japanese soil. 
め1oten（“Freezing Point", 1964) met with instant recognition, and its authoress 
Ayako Miura (1922-), like Lord Byron，“woke one morning and found herself famous.” 
She had been led to her Lord Jesus Christ in a sanatorium and was baptized in bed 
when she was thirty.“I will write standing on the Christian foundation; let critics and 
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reviewers say what they will，”is her literary principle. Her faith is biblical and rooted 
in ecclesiastic tradition; her novels, stories and essays show that the Bible is truly a 
literature-producing literature. For example, Freezing Point I and I can be better 
understood when they are compared with Ps. 147; that is, verse 17，“He casteth forth 
his ice like morsels: who can stand before his cold" could be the theme of Freezing Point 
I in a nutshell and verse・ 15，“He sendeth forth his commandment upon the earth: his 
word runneth verγswiftly”could be a fitting motto of Freezing Point IL whose final 
scene of the sun setting in the Sea of Okhotsk might well be as monumental in the 
history of Christian literature in Japan as Francis Thompson's (1859-190η“Ode to the 
Setting Sun" is in the history of English literature. 
During the one hundred years after the Meiji Restoration, quite a number of 
authors were involved in some way with Christianity, but only a few had committed 
themselves to Christian faith while many others abandoned Christianity after a while. 
Through their “exercises unto godliness”Q Timothy 4:7) and literary e妊orts,genuine 
Christian literature is being produced, as if in response to Uchimura's challenging 
essay“Why白山ourliterature produce great works？”（1895). If the works of Shiina, 
Endo, Miura and some others may well be called the first milestones, then the second 
and the third milestones would hopefully be produced during the last generation of the 
20th century.If we strain our ears, we can hear the new Songs of Praise arising out of 
a culture whose motif is the Songs of Process. As in 1989, when Gregorian chants 
were played and sung again in the Kremlin after a seventy years’interval during the 
Communist Regime, so in this last generation the Gregorian chants, played and sung in 
Azuchi four hundred years ago, will be heard again. The Songs of Praise have always 
been present as the undercurrent of the History of the World. 
The Songs of Praise originated in the Old Testament. The Bible is a holy and 
orderly book. It is the Word of the Holy God, as well as being a book composed of 
human words, thoughtfully prepared, well organized, admirably reasoned and beauti-
fully arranged - in other word, the Bible is a literary masterpiece. The holiness of 
the Bible should not nip man包creativeimagination in the bud. The orderliness of the 
literature-producing Literature should stimulate man’s imagination into creative 
activities.The world has been reading the Bible for three thousand years and her 
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efforts have been bearing exegetic fruits which, in turn, have now proved how holy 
and how orderly the Bible is. If Uchimura were able to enjoy the fruits, he would shout 
again and say,，“Hebrew literature is in itself a Great Literature.”E Hangetsu Yuasa were 
to read the Bible stories again in the light of modern exegesis, he would take up his 
pen and start writing many songs of Praise better even than his Those Twelve Stones. 
Compare prominent Christian literature to the top of Mt. F吋i,meaning Mt. Second-
to岨None,and we know i匂topis supported by its base. The foot is not constructed of 
clay; it is hundreds and thousands of times as large as the top. A Tanka poet is said to 
write one Tanka after another, in order 加 getone satisfying poem out of ten corner-
stone Tanka poems. Indeed, in Japanese those corner-stone poems are called 'Ji U也，’
the ground work. The Church in Japan needs the base and the 'Ji Uta’in order to 
produce great Christian literature, and al Christians, who love the Bible and do their 
best to preach, to praise, to pray and to sing, are the base and the 'Ji U旬＇.Thegreat 
amount of time,morning and evening, Christians in Japan spend with the God”breathed 
Book keeping themselves in awe of “those tremendous仕沼田”（G.K. Chesterton) will 
prove to be the dynamo for producing Christian literature in Japan. 
〔ChristianLiterature〕
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